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2 s.g bobkov and c. houdrewhich was introduced by Cheeger [C] in a Riemannian geometry context. Theinmum in (1.1) is taken over all Borel sets A  X of measure 0 < (A) < 1,and + denotes the surface measure of A, i.e.,+(A) = lim infh!0+ (Ah)  (A)hwhereAh =fx 2 X :d(x; a) < h for some a 2 Ag is the open h{neighbourhoodof A (for the metric d). For any function f : X ! R, we also dene themodulus of its gradientjrf(x)j = lim supd(x;y)!0+ jf(x)  f(y)jd(x; y) :The space Xn = X      X is endowed with the metric dn given bydn(x; y) = (Pnk=1 d2(xk; yk))1=2 and with the probability measure n whichis the n{fold tensor product of  with itself. Also, to avoid pathologies, weassume throughout that for any Lipschitz function f on (Xn; dn), jrf j2 =Pnk=1 jrxkf j2 almost everywhere (with respect to n). On the Euclideanspace Rn, and via Rademacher Theorem, this standing assumption holds forany absolutely continuous probability measure.With these notations, our main result can be stated as follows:Theorem 1.1 For any triple (X; d; ) as above,Is(n)  14p3Is(); (1:2)for all n = 1; 2;   . Equivalently, and up to a universal constant, for anyfunction f : Xn ! [0; 1] which has nite Lipschitz constant on every ball in(Xn; dn) KVar(f)  Emin 1Is() jrf j; 1Is2() jrf j2! : (1:3)Above, the expectation and the variance are taken with respect to n, and onecan take K = 1=288.
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 3From (1.3), KIs()Var(f)  Ejrf j, and approximating the indicator func-tion 1A by Lipschitz functions fk so that to have lim infk Ejrfkj  (n)+(A),this gives(n)+(A)  KIs()Var(1A)  12KIs()min((A); 1  (A)):Therefore, (1.3) implies (1.2) with a worse but still universal constant.One of the most interesting partial cases of Theorem 1.1, is when themeasure  is the double exponential distribution on the real line (dx) =1=2 exp( jxj)dx. In this case, it is known (Talagrand [T]) that  satises theisoperimetric inequality+(A)  min((A); 1  (A)); (1:4)with equality for the intervals A = ( 1; x], and thus, Is() = 1. It isthen natural to ask whether or not, (1.4) continues to hold for the productmeasure n with a (multiplicative) constant independent of the dimension,i.e., whether or not infn Is(n) > 0. In other words, one can ask whetheror not n satises an L1{Poincare type inequality with a dimension freeconstant, i.e., whether or not for all smooth functions f on Xn with Ef = 0KEjf j  Ejrf j: (1:5)Theorem 1.1 gives a positive answer to this question and in fact:Theorem 1.2 Let  be a probability measure on the real line R with a pos-itive continuous density concentrated on some interval (nite or not). Themeasure n satises (1.5) with some constant independent of the dimensionif and only if the increasing map which transforms the double exponentialmeasure  into  has nite Lipschitz constant.As easily seen in terms of the distribution function F and of the density p of, this last property can be expressed assupa<x<b min(F (x); 1  F (x))p(x) < +1; (1:6)where a = inffx : F (x) > 0g; b = supfx : F (x) < 1g. It is known (seeBorovkov and Utev [BU]), that this last condition is sucient for  to satisfythe L2{Poincare type inequality
4 s.g bobkov and c. houdreKEjf j2  Ejrf j2; (1:7)where Ef = 0 (and where K is independent of the dimension by the ad-ditivity property of (1.7) (see Gross [G] for the log{Sobolev version of thisproperty)). On the other hand, as can be seen from a recent characterizationdue to Chen and Lou [CL], (1.7) does not imply (1.6). Therefore, the fam-ily of probability measures which satises an L2{Poincare type inequality islarger than the family of probability measures satisfying (1.5).In addition to Sobolev type inequalities, (1.2) can also be linked to someconcentration inequalities. Letting for simplicity  = , (1.2) is equivalent(see [BH]) to n(Ah)      1; a+ h4p3#! ; h > 0; (1:8)where a is chosen such that n(A) = (( 1; a]) and where A  Rn is anarbitrary Borel set. In this setting, Talagrand [T] (see also Maurey [M])proved that n(A+phB2 + hB1)      1; a+ hK #! ; h > 0; (1:9)where B2 and B1 are respectively the `2 and `1 unit balls in Rn and whereK is a universal constant. Since Ah = A+ hB2, (1.9) is stronger than (1.8)for h large. However, for h small (which is important in obtaining sharpconstant in Sobolev{type inequalities), (1.9) does not imply (1.8). It shouldnevertheless be noted here that (1.3) also involves a certain type of mixtureof the L1 and L2 norms of the gradient.A natural way to prove (1.2) is to establish its equivalent functional form(1.5) (with a dimension free constant K()). In turn, a natural way ofproving (1.5) is to use an induction procedure on the dimension. However,the space L1 does not seem adequate to perform this induction, and in-stead it is necessary to nd an Orlicz space LN (X;) for which this canbe worked out. For this reason, the space LN generated by the functionN(x) = p1 + x2   1; x 2 R, which behaves like x2 for jxj small and like jxjfor jxj large will play an essential rôle. In particular, the inequality (1.3)corresponds to this choice of N . We are now ready to begin with somepreliminaries.
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 52 A Generalization of Holder's InequalityLet (
; ) be a measure space and let N : R! R be a dierentiable convexfunction.Lemma 2.1 Let f and g be measurable functions on 
 such thatZ N(g)d  Z N(f)d; (2:1)then (provided all the written integrals exist)Z N 0(f)gd  Z N 0(f)fd: (2:2)Proof. It suces to prove the result for f and g bounded and  nite. First,by convexity,Z N((1  t)f + tg)d  (1  t) Z N(f)d + t Z N(g)d; 0  t  1: (2:3)Now, (2.3) becomes equality at t = 0 (and t = 1) and the left{hand side of(2.3) is a convex function of t while the right{hand side is linear. Thus, att = 0, the slope of the left{hand side of (2.3) is dominated by the slope ofthe right{hand side. Dierentiating at t = 0 gives:Z N 0(f)(g   f)d  Z N(g)d   Z N(f)d:The lemma follows.The proof above is due to A.V. Zhubr, and very elegantly replaces theoriginal one. Let now k  kp; p > 1, denote the Lp{norm with respect to, and let q = p=(p   1). Applying Lemma 2.1, with N(x) = jxjp, tof = u1=(p 1); g = v, where u; v  0 are such that kukq = 1; kvkp = 1, givesequality in (2.1); and (2.2) becomes:Z uvd  1 = kukqkvkp:
6 s.g bobkov and c. houdre3 An Extension of Cheeger's InequalityWe return to the setting of the introductory section. Let also N be a Youngfunction, that is, N : R! R is even, non{negative such that N(0) = 0 andN(x) > 0 for all x 6= 0. Moreover, it is assumed thatCN = supx>0 xN 0(x)N(x) < +1; (3:1)where N 0 is a Radon{Nikodym derivative of N (clearly, CN does not dependon the choice of N 0).We also denote by LN(X;) the Orlicz space of functions f such thatkfkN = inf ( > 0 : EN  f!  1) < +1:Finally, and for simplicity, we write krfkN = kjrf jkN , while m(f) denotesa median of f .Theorem 3.1 Let Is() > 0. Then, for all functions f which are Lipschitzon every ball in X and such that m(f) = 0,kfkN  CNIs()krfkN ; (3:2)EN(f)  EN  CNIs() jrf j! : (3:3)Proof. The isoperimetric constant C = Is() is the optimal constant satis-fying (3.2) when N(x) = jxj, i.e., such thatCEjf j  Ejrf j; (3:4)for all integrable, Lipschitz on every ball functions f on X with m(f) = 0.Indeed, following an argument of Ledoux [L], and via a co{area inequality inabstract spaces (see [BH])Ejrf j  Z +1 1 +(f > t)d Is() Z 0 1(1   (f > t))dt+ Is() Z +10 (f > t)dt= Is()Ejf j:
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 7Therefore, C  Is(). On the other hand, applying (3.4) to a sequenceof Lipschitz functions converging to 1A (again, for details see [BH]) givesC  Is().Now, let f be a bounded, Lipschitz on every ball in X, function withm(f) = 0 and such that kfkN = 1, that is such that EN(f) = 1. Also, andwithout loss of generality, assume that (f = 0) = 0 and that N is dier-entiable (in case (f = 0) > 0, one can just apply (3.2){(3.3) to functionsfk = f   k, where k ! 0 as k ! 1 are such that (f = k) = 0). Letf1 = max(f; 0) and f2 = max( f; 0). Then, m(f1) = m(f2) = 0, and thusm(N(f1)) = m(N(f2)) = 0. Applying (3.4) to N(f1) and N(f2) respectivelygives CEN(f1)  EN 0(f1)jrf1j = EN 0(f)jrf j1(f>0);CEN(f2)  EN 0(f2)jrf2j =  EN 0(f)jrf j1(f<0):Therefore, CEN(f) = CEN(f1)  CEN(f2)  EN 0(f)jrf j:Next, applying Lemma 2.1 to f and g = jrf j=krfkN givesCEN(f)  krfkNEN 0(f)g krfkNEN 0(f)f CNkrfkNEN(f):Hence, C  CNkrfkN , and since kfkN = 1, (3.2) follows. To get (3.3), itis enough to apply (3.2) to the functions N(x) = N(x)=;  > 0. Indeed, ifkfkN  1, then kjrf j=kN  1,  = CN=Is(). Equivalently, if EN(f) , then EN (jrf j=)  . Theorem 3.1 follows.Remark 3.2 The inequalities (3.2){(3.3) are Poincare type inequalities.When, N(x) = jxj2, and since kf  Efk2  kf  m(f)k2, (3.2) givesCkf  Efk2  krfk2; (3:5)where C  Is()=2. Cheeger was the rst to express the optimal constantC in (3.5) in terms of the isoperimetric constant and so the inequality C 
8 s.g bobkov and c. houdreIs()=2 bears his name. Cheeger's inequality has thus been extended in thefollowing way: the optimal constant in (3.2){(3.3) is such thatC  Is()CN : (3:6)For N(x) = jxjp, the inequality (3.6) cannot be improved in terms of theisoperimetric constant. Indeed, taking  = , (3.6) becomes equality aseasily tested with the functions exp(x), ! 1=p.Remark 3.3 Note that (see Aida, Masuda and Shigekawa [AMS]) (3.5)implies that any Lipschitz function on X has a nite exponential moment(of course, when Is() > 0).4 InductionLemma 4.1 Let C > 0 be such thatZX q1 + f2d  ZX q1 + C2jrf j2d; (4:1)for all Lipschitz functions f on X with m(f) = 0. Then,(n)+(A)  1p3Cn(A)(1  n(A)); (4:2)for all Borel sets A  Xn.Proof. If for all x 2 X, 0  f(x)  a, then jf(x) m(f)j  a andq1 + (f  m(f))2  1 +K(a)(f  m(f))2;whereK(a) = (p1 + a2 1)=a2 is the optimal constantK satisfyingp1 + t21 +Kt2, for all jtj  a. Therefore,ZX q1 + (f  m(f))2  1 +K(a) ZX(f  m(f))2d 1 +K(a)Var(f):
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 9Thus, from (4.1), 1 +K(a)Var(f)  ZX q1 + C2jrf j2d; (4:3)for all Lipschitz functions f on X with 0  f  a. Now, by induction, (4.3)is extended to all Lipschitz functions f : Xn ! [0; a] and it is proved that1 + L(a)Var(f)  ZX q1 + C2jrf j2d; (4:4)where L = L(a) is an arbitrary positive function such thatL(1 + La2)  K  a1 + La2 ; L(a)  K(a): (4:5)To prove this induction step, take a Lipschitz function f : Xn+1 ! [0; a] andintroduce the function(y) = ZXn f(x; y)dn(x); y 2 X:Clearly,  : X ! [0; a] is Lipschitz andjr(y)j  ZXn jryf(x; y)jdn(x); y 2 X; (4:6)where jryf j is the modulus of gradient with respect to the coordinate y.Now, by our standing assumption, jrf j2 = jrxf j2 + jryf j2, and thusZXnq1 + C2jrf j2dn(x) = ZXnq(1 + C2jrxf j2) + C2jryf j2dn(x) (4:7)The elementary inequalityZ pu2 + v2  sZ u2 + Z v2 (4:8)applied in (4.7) to u = q1 + C2jrxf j2, v = Cjryf j (keeping the coordinatey xed for a while) givesZXnq1 + C2jrf j2dn(x) sZXnq1 + C2jrxf j2dn(x)2 + C2ZXn jryf jdn(x)2 q(1 + LVarx(f))2 + C2jr(y)j2;
10 s.g bobkov and c. houdrewhere the last inequality follows from the induction hypothesis as well as(4.6) and where Varx(f) is the variance of f with respect to x 2 Xn. Next,since Varx(f)  a2, and since p1 + t2   t; t > 0, is decreasing in t we getZXnq1 + C2jrf j2dn(x)   (1 + LVarxf) q(1 + La2)2+C2jr(y)j2  (1 + La2)= (1+La2)q1+ C2jr1(y)j2  (1 +La2); (4.9)where 1 = =(1 + La2). Integrating (4.9) over y 2 X and applying (4.3) to1 and a1 = a=(1 + La2) givesZXn+1q1 + C2jrf j2dn+1(x; y)   ZX(1 + LVarx(f))d(y) (1 + La2)(1 +K(a1)Var(1))  (1 + La2)= (1 + La2)K(a1)Var(1)= 11 + La2K(a1)Var():In other words,ZXn+1 q1 + C2jrf j2dn+1  1 + L(a) ZX Varx(f)d(y) + K(a1)Var()1 + L(a)a2 :(4:10)Therefore, to nish the induction process via (4.10), it remains to show thatL(a) ZX Varx(f)d(y) + 11 + L(a)a2K(a1)Var()  L(a)Var(f): (4:11)Putting (y) = RXn f2(x; y)dn(x), we haveVarx(f) = (y)  2(y)Var(f) = ZX (y)d(y)  ZX (y)d(y)2 ;and (4.11) becomes
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 11L(a)Z    Z 2 + 11 + L(a)a2K(a1)Var() L(a) Z    Z 2! :In turn, this is equivalent toK(a1)Var()(1 + L(a)a2)  L(a)Var();that is to L(a) 1 + L(a)a2  K  a1 + L(a)a2! :But, by (4.5) this last inequality is true and under this condition, (4.4) isproved. Now, from (4.4) using the inequality p1 + t2  1 + t, we obtainL(a)Var(f)  C ZXn jrf jdn;for any Lipschitz function f : Xn ! [0; a]. That is, for every f : Xn ! [0; 1]and a > 0, L(a)aVar(f)  C ZXn jrf jdn: (4:12)Applying (4.12) to a sequence of Lipschitz functions fk converging pointwiseto the indicator function 1A so that to have (n)+(A)  lim inf RXn jrfkjdn,we get (n)+(A)  L(a)aC n(A)(1  n(A)):It just remains to show thatsupL in (4:5) supa>0 L(a)a  1p3 :Let the function L(a) behave like w=a at innity, so that L(1 + La2)! w2,a=(1 + La2) ! 1=w, as a! +1. Therefore, (4.5) is fullled for all a largeenough if
12 s.g bobkov and c. houdrew2 < K  1w ; w < 1; (4:13)sinceK(a)  1=a as a! +1. But, the rst inequality in (4.13) is equivalentto p1 + t2   1 > 1 (t = 1=w). In turn, this is equivalent to t > p3, i.e.,w < 1=p3, and so the second inequality of (4.13) holds true.Finally we get supa>0 L(a)a  supw<1=p3w = 1p3 :The lemma is proved.5 Proof of Theorem 1.1For the Young function N(x) = p1 + x2 1, we have CN = 2. Now, combineTheorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. By (3.3), the inequality (4.1) holds with C =2=Is(), hence from (4.2),(n)+(A)  Is()2p3 n(A)(1  n(A))  Is()4p3 min(n(A); 1  n(A)):Therefore, (1.2) follows. Next applying once more (3.3) to (Xn; dn; n) wehave EN(f  m(f))  EN  8p3Is()jrf j! ; (5:1)for any Lipschitz on every ball function f on Xn. If 0  f  1, thenjf  m(f)j  1 and so N(f  m(f))  (f  m(f))2=3, therefore (5.1) gives13Var(f)  Evuut1 +  8p3Is()!2 jrf j2   1: (5:2)Now, note that for all x 2 R, p1 + 4x2   1  2min(jxj; x2). Hence, theright{hand side of (5.2) is estimated by2Emin0@ 4p3Is() jrf j; 4p3Is()!2 jrf j21A
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 13 96Emin 1Is() jrf j; 1Is2() jrf j2! :Remark 5.1 Most likely the constant K = 1=4p3 in (1.2) is not optimal.In any case, in order to satisfy (1.2) for all measures , it has to be less than1. For individual measures, the optimal constant K in (1.2) depends on and clearly satises K  1. When  is Gaussian, we have K = 1, as seenfrom the isoperimetric inequality in Gauss space. We do not know if thereexist other probability distributions with this property.Remark 5.2 It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1.1, that for triples(Xi; di; i), i = 1;    ;m, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, (1.2)takes the form Is(1 
    
 m)  K min1im Is(i);where K is an absolute constant. The inequalityIs(1 
    
 m)  min1im Is(i);is trivial. So, for product measures n, our results give Cheeger and Buser(see [L]) type inequalities independent of the dimension.6 Proof of Theorem 1.2When n = 1, this characterization is proved in [BH] and so the necessitypart of the theorem does not require any proof. For the suciency, letU : R ! R be the increasing map which transforms  into , and letkUkLip < +1. Let  = (1;    ; n) be a random vector with distribution n,so that  = (U(1);    ; U(n)) has law n. Let f : Rn ! [0; 1] be a Lipschitzfunction, then jrfoU j  kUkLipj(rf)(U)j:By the second part of Theorem 1.1, we then have (remembering that Is() =1) that KVarf()  EjrfoU()j kUkLipEjrf(U())j = kUkLipEjrf()j: (6.1)
14 s.g bobkov and c. houdreApproximating the indicator function 1A of a Borel set A  Rn by a sequenceof Lipschitz functions, it follows from (6.1) that(n)+(A)  KkUkLipn(A)(1  n(A)):This gives (1.5) for any Lipschitz function f : Rn ! R for which Ef() = 0(see [BH]).7 Poincare Type Inequalities in Product SpacesHere, we use Theorem 1.1, to obtain the statements of Theorem 3.1 in the n{dimensional space (Xn; dn; n) under the "more natural" assumptionEf = 0.Again, let N satisfy the same hypothesis as before, let k kN denote the normin the Orlicz space LN (Xn; n), and let E be the expectation with respectto n.Theorem 7.1 For any Lipschitz on every ball function f on Xn with E(f) =0, kfkN  8p3CNIs() krfkN : (7:1)In particular, EN(f)  EN  8p3CNIs() jrf j! : (7:2)Proof. On Xn Xn, let g(x; y) = f(x)   f(y); x; y 2 X. Since, m(g) = 0with respect to 2n, applying Theorem 3.1 and (1.2) gives:kgkN  4p3CNIs() krgkN ;where now, k  kN denotes the norm in LN (X2n; d2n; 2n). Since, jrg(x; y)j =qjrf(x)j2 + jrf(y)j2  jrf(x)j+ jrf(y)j, we get kgkN  2kfkN . Thus,kgkN  8p3CNIs() jrf jN : (7:3)
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 15Applying (7.3) to the functions N(t) = N(t)=; t 2 R;  > 0, one easilyobtainsZXn ZXn N(g(x; y))dn(x)dn(y)  ZXn N  8p3CNIs() jrf j!dn: (7:4)But, by the convexity of N , R R N(f(x)   f(y))  R N(f(x)   R f). Thisgives (7.1). In turn, applying (7.1) to the functions N gives (7.2) and thetheorem is proved.Remark 7.2 When N(x) = jxjp; p  1, then CN = p, and (7.1) becomeskf  Efkp  8p3Is()pkrfkp; (7:5)where the constant is of sharp order in p. This can be tested for the measure on the function f(x) = expx; x 2 R, letting ! 1=p. When  is Gaussianon X = R, (7.3) with a better constant (of order pp) can be found in Pisier[P].Remark 7.3 In (7.1){(7.2), we have not been very careful about the con-stants and just tried for example in (7.6), to nd the right order in p. Forinequalities such as (7.1){(7.2), where the mean replaces the median, theisoperimetric constant inf(n)+(A)=2n(A)(1   n(A)) (equivalent to (1.1))is a little more precise.8 Khinchine{Kahane Type InequalitiesLet 1;    ; n, be i.i.d. random variables on the real line R, with law  andsuch that Is() > 0. As noted in Remark 3.3, this last condition impliesthat  has nite rst moment. Let us also assume that E1 = 0, and that1 6= 0, a.s.Let N be a Young function such thatKN = k0kN < +1;
16 s.g bobkov and c. houdrewhere 0 is a random variable which has a double exponential distribution.Theorem 8.1 There exists a nite positive constant C = C(N;) such thatfor any Banach space (B; k  kB) and vectors v1;    ; vn 2 B,kkN  Ckk1; (8:1)where  = k1v1 +   + nvnkB.In (8.1), one can take C = 2 + p2Is()KN=(4p3Ej1   m(1)j). WhenN(x) = jxjp and  is Gaussian, (8.1) is well known (see e.g., [P, p.179]).Proof. The inequality (1.2)(n)+(A)  Is()4p3 min(n(A); 1  n(A));A  Rn, can easily be integrated ([BH]) to given(Ah)  RKh(n(A)); h > 0; K = Is()4p3 ; (8:2)where the function Rh is dened by Rh(p) = (( 1; a+ h]); p = ( 1; a],a 2 R. In particular, when n(A)  1=2, (8.2) gives1   n(AKh)  12e h = P(0 > h): (8:3)Therefore, for functions f : Rn ! R with kfkLip < +1, applying (8.3) tothe sets A = ff < tg, we haven(jf  m(f)j > KkfkLiph)  P(j0j > h):By the very denition of the Orlicz norm, this giveskf  m(f)kN  KkfkLipk0kN = KKNkfkLip: (8:4)Now, let f(x) = supPnk=1 < w; vk > xk, where the sup is taken over the unitball of the dual B. The function f is such thatkfk2Lip  2 = supkwkB nXk=1(< w; vk >)2;
ISOPERIMETRIC CONSTANTS 17and moreover it has (with respect to n) the same distribution as . Hence,(8.4) can be rewritten as k  m()kN  KKN: (8:5)To estimate  via E, we make use of a recent result in [B]: if 1;    ; n arezero mean, independent random variables, with Ejk  m(k)j  1, thenEja11 +   + annj  Eja11 +   + annj;for all a1;    ; an 2 R, where 1;    ; n are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables.Thus, using Khinchine inequality with the optimal constant (see Szarek [S]),it follows that p2Ej1  m(1)jEja11 +   + annj  qa21 +    + a2n: (8:6)Applying (8.6) to ak =< w; vk > and using (8.5), we get nXk=1(< w; vk >)2!1=2  p2Ej1  m(1)jEkv11 +   + vnnkB= p2Ej1  m(1)jkk1: (8.7)Thus,   p2kk1=Ej1  m(1)j. Finally, using the elementary inequalitym()  2E, it follows from (8.6) and (8.7) thatkkN  m() +KKN   2 + p2KKNEj1  m(1)j! kk1:References[AMS] Aida, S., Masuda, T., Shigekawa, I. Logarithmic Sobolev inequalitiesand exponential integrability. To appear in J. Func. Analysis.[B] Bobkov, S.G. Some extremal properties of Bernoulli distribution. Toappear in: Probab. Theory Appl. (In Russian).
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